1. Introduction {#s1}
===============

One of the core aspects of adaptive behavior is the detection and remembrance of emotionally salient information. Ample evidence suggests that emotional content impacts various stages of processing, from initial encoding to later long-term retrieval (Dolcos et al., [@B28], [@B27]). For instance, emotionally salient events capture more attentional resources and are detected more efficiently than their neutral counterparts (Dolan, [@B24]). This effect has been demonstrated across a range of paradigms, including visual search (Fox et al., [@B39]), spatial cueing (Armony and Dolan, [@B1]), dot-probe (Mogg et al., [@B68]), and passive viewing tasks (Schupp et al., [@B91]), and using a variety of stimuli, such as emotional facial expressions (Fox et al., [@B39]; Schupp et al., [@B92]), images (Öhman et al., [@B75]; Armony and Dolan, [@B1]; Weymar et al., [@B113]), and non-verbal vocalizations (Sauter and Eimer, [@B88]). Similarly, for lexical material, an overall advantage for emotional (pleasant and unpleasant) words is consistently reported in lexical decision and reading tasks (Eviatar and Zaidel, [@B36]; Ortigue et al., [@B76]; Kanske and Kotz, [@B49]; Herbert et al., [@B44]; Schacht and Sommer, [@B90]; Scott et al., [@B93]; for a review see Kissler et al., [@B54]). These emotional benefits in attention may further influence memory formation and consolidation (Dolcos and Cabeza, [@B25]; Kensinger, [@B50]; Lang and Bradley, [@B60]), particularly during sleep (Wagner et al., [@B108]; Payne et al., [@B77]; Nishida et al., [@B73]), leading to increased memory retrieval for emotionally relevant compared with neutral information (Bradley et al., [@B6]; Weymar and Hamm, [@B112]; Dolcos et al., [@B27]). Previous studies demonstrated a memory advantage for emotional images (Hamann et al., [@B42]), even 1 year after encoding, as evidenced by higher recall rates (Bradley et al., [@B6]) and recognition rates (Dolcos et al., [@B30]; Weymar et al., [@B113]), but also better memory for other material, including stories (Cahill and McGaugh, [@B11]), faces (Righi et al., [@B83]), and words (Phelps et al., [@B79]; Doerksen and Shimamura, [@B23]; Kensinger and Corkin, [@B51]). In addition to enhanced memory accuracy, emotional events are also retrieved more vividly, with more subjective confidence, and with enhanced recollective experience (i.e., recollection, the conscious retrieval of specific contextual details of the encoding episode) than for neutral events (Ochsner, [@B74]; Sharot et al., [@B96]; Dolcos et al., [@B30]; Weymar et al., [@B114], [@B115]; Rimmele et al., [@B84]), which are often remembered with less confidence and less contextual information (i.e., familiarity) (D\'Argembeau and Van der Linden, [@B20]; Sharot et al., [@B97]). A particular characteristic of the mnemonic advantage for emotionally relevant material is that it seems to be particularly sensitive to arousal (exciting vs. calming) rather than valence (pleasant vs. unpleasant), leading to prioritized perception and memory of emotionally (pleasant and unpleasant) arousing information at the expense of neutral, less-relevant information (Mather and Sutherland, [@B64]; Mather et al., [@B63]).

An influential neuroscientific theory (McGaugh, [@B65]) derived from animal and human studies suggests that better memory for unpleasant and pleasant events is related to the interaction between emotion-specific regions (e.g., amygdala) and memory-related regions (e.g., hippocampus) and is mediated by the afferent influence of stress hormones (epinephrine and glucocorticoids from adrenal glands) released during and after emotionally arousing experiences (Cahill and McGaugh, [@B12]; McIntyre et al., [@B66]; McGaugh, [@B65]). Critically, one of the pathways by means of which the stress hormones project to the amygdala consists of the afferent fibers of the vagus nerve (McIntyre et al., [@B66]). Specifically, the release of epinephrine in the adrenal gland modulates the activity of the vagus nerve, which consequently exerts influence on the locus coeruleus (LC) via the nucleus of the solitary tract (Van Bockstaele et al., [@B103]; McIntyre et al., [@B66]). The LC is the main source of noradrenergic neurons in the brain, and its activation favors the release of norepinephrine (NE) in a variety of cortical and subcortical brain areas, including the amygdala and hippocampus. In turn, activity of the LC may facilitate the formation, consolidation, and retrieval of emotional memories (Sterpenich et al., [@B100]; Groch et al., [@B41]; McIntyre et al., [@B66]; Clewett et al., [@B17]). Giving support to this assumption, prior research in animals and humans using implanted vagus nerve stimulation (VNS) found that invasive vagus nerve activation enhances long-term memory for inhibitory avoidance in rats (Clark et al., [@B15]) and modulates word recognition memory in humans (Clark et al., [@B16]), an effect assumed to be modulated by the LC-NE system (Hassert et al., [@B43]).

Recently, transcutaneous vagus nerve stimulation (tVNS) has been introduced as a novel brain stimulation tool that can activate the vagus nerve---in a non-invasive fashion---via the auricular branch (Van Leusden et al., [@B104]). Indeed, recent brain imaging studies have shown that tVNS modulates activity in the LC and areas innervated by this region, including the insula, amygdala, hippocampus, and thalamus (Dietrich et al., [@B22]; Kraus et al., [@B58]; Yakunina et al., [@B120]); tVNS also increased P300b amplitudes (Rufener et al., [@B86]; Ventura-Bort et al., [@B106]; Lewine et al., [@B62]; but see also Warren et al., [@B109]), an attention-related event-related potential (ERP) component putatively associated with phasic activity of the LC-NE system (Nieuwenhuis et al., [@B72]), and salivary alpha-amylase (sAA) levels (Ventura-Bort et al., [@B106]; Warren et al., [@B109]; but see also Koenig et al., [@B56]), an indirect marker of endogenous noradrenergic activation in the brain (Chatterton et al., [@B13]; Warren et al., [@B110]). Additionally, tVNS was found to modulate a variety of other cognitive and affective processes, such as cognitive control (Sellaro et al., [@B95], [@B94]; Steenbergen et al., [@B99]; Fischer et al., [@B37]; Keute et al., [@B53]), associative memory (Jacobs et al., [@B47]), fear extinction (Burger et al., [@B9]; Szeska et al., [@B101]), and emotion recognition (Colzato et al., [@B18]), which may be related to the activation of LC-mediated NE following tVNS.

In the current study, we continued this line of research on the impact of non-invasive vagal stimulation on cognitive and affective functions by directly focusing on its effect on emotional encoding and memory. To extend the work of Clark et al. ([@B16]), who found enhanced word recognition memory following VNS, we used emotional and neutral words as stimulus material. In a single-blind, randomized, between-subject design, healthy participants received either tVNS or sham stimulation while performing a lexical decision task with words and non-words. As in prior studies (Ventura-Bort et al., [@B106]; Warren et al., [@B109]), we measured sAA levels before and after stimulation to assess changes in noradrenergic activation following tVNS. One day later, participants performed a surprise recognition memory task in which previously encoded words and new words were presented. In the lexical decision task, we expected to replicate the advantage of lexical access for emotionally relevant information (e.g., Schacht and Sommer, [@B90]; Scott et al., [@B93]) as indicated by enhanced accuracy rates and reduced response times for emotional (unpleasant and pleasant) words than for neutral words. Given that emotional words undergo prioritized processing over neutral words as indicated by previous ERP studies (e.g., Schacht and Sommer, [@B90]), and assuming that tVNS increases the arousal level, which may enhance perception and memory for salient emotional information (at the expense of less-relevant neutral information) (Mather and Sutherland, [@B64]; Mather et al., [@B63]), we expected that tVNS would lead to higher rates of accuracy and reduced response times particularly for emotional words. In the recognition memory task, we predicted enhanced recognition performance for emotional compared to neutral words, reflected in greater discrimination accuracy and shorter response times. Because emotional stimuli are often associated with (hippocampus-driven) recollection-based memory processes (e.g., Doerksen and Shimamura, [@B23] and Kensinger and Corkin, [@B51] for words, and Ochsner, [@B74], Dolcos et al., [@B30], Weymar et al., [@B114], Weymar et al., [@B115], and Dolcos et al., [@B26] for scenes), we speculated that tVNS, compared to sham stimulation, would particularly increase memory for emotional words that were retrieved with high subjective confidence (Yonelinas, [@B121]; Wixted and Stretch, [@B118]; Weymar et al., [@B114]). As a marker of endogenous noradrenergic activation, increased sAA levels were expected after tVNS compared to sham stimulation.

2. Materials and Methods {#s2}
========================

2.1. Participants
-----------------

Sixty-one healthy psychology students (47 female; *M*~age~ = 23.39 years, SD~age~ = 4.67 years) from the University of Potsdam participated in the study for course credits. All participants provided informed written consent for the experimental protocol, which was approved by the ethics committee of the University of Potsdam and in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. All participants were native German speakers with normal or corrected-to-normal vision (54 right-handed). Prior to the first session, participants were phone-screened and invited to participate upon passing the following exclusion criteria: neurological or psychiatric disorders, brain surgery, use of medication or drugs, pregnancy, history of migraine or epilepsy, cardiac diseases, metal pieces in the body (e.g., pacemaker), and active implants or physical alterations in the ear (e.g., cochlear implant). One participant was excluded from the analyses for medical reasons, leaving a final sample of sixty participants (46 female; *M*~age~ = 23.45 years, SD~age~ = 4.87 years; 53 right-handed).

2.2. Procedure
--------------

### 2.2.1. Stimulus Materials

Overall, 400 German words were selected from the Berlin Affective Word List Reloaded (BAWL-R) database (Võ et al., [@B107]). Based on their normative ratings, which ranged from −3 (very unpleasant; e.g. Grab/coffin) to 3 (very pleasant; e.g. Geschenk/gift) for valence and from 1 (low arousal; e.g. Eimer/bucket) to 5 (high arousal; e.g. Irrsinn/insanity) for arousal, we selected three different categories (*M*~valence~ = −1.50, SD~valence~ = 0.55, *M*~arousal~ = 3.59, SD~arousal~ = 0.38), neutral (*M*~valence~ = 0.11, SD~valence~ = 0.29, *M*~arousal~ = 2.23, SD~arousal~ = 0.29), and pleasant (*M*~valence~ = 1.32, SD~valence~ = 0.55, *M*~arousal~ = 3.33, SD~arousal~ = 0.27). The collection of all 400 words was divided into two sets of 200 stimuli each. The sets were matched on the basis of hedonic valence, arousal, and various lexical and sublexical variables, including word imageability, word length (numbers of letters, phonemes, syllables), word frequency, and orthographic neighborhood density (*ps* \> 0.13). One set of words (100 emotional and 100 neutral) was presented in a lexical decision task and served as the basis for generating 200 non-words by randomly substituting one letter at a random position in each of the given words (e.g., *Eimer* → *Eimej*; *Grab* → *Grkb*). The same set of old words was presented in an explicit recognition memory task together with the set of 200 new words.

### 2.2.2. Encoding Session: Lexical Decision Task

The study consisted of two experimental sessions (lexical decision task and recognition memory task), which took place on two consecutive days (see [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). During encoding, participants received either active stimulation or sham stimulation for 23 min while performing a lexical decision task in a sound-attenuated, dimly lit room. Subjects were familiarized with the experimental protocols (though no mention of a memory task was made) and randomly assigned to one of the two experimental groups (active stimulation or sham stimulation). Before undergoing stimulation, participants\' heart rate, blood pressure (systolic and diastolic), and sAA levels were measured. Subjects were familiarized with the stimulator device, and an individual stimulation intensity was determined for each participant to ensure a maximum strong stimulation without pain (for the procedure see Ventura-Bort et al., [@B106]). Participants were stimulated before (5 min), during (13 min), and after (5 min) the lexical decision task.

![Schema illustrating the encoding and recognition procedures. In the encoding session, participants received either active stimulation to the cymba conchae **(left)** or sham stimulation to the earlobe **(right)** before, during, and after a lexical decision task. In the lexical decision task, participants indicated if the presented string was a German word by pressing a response button, or if it was a non-word by not responding. In the recognition session one day after encoding, participants indicated whether or not the presented string was a word that they had seen during the lexical decision task and were asked to indicate their recognition confidence on a scale from 0 (not confident) to 5 (absolutely confident).](fpsyg-11-01276-g0001){#F1}

Each trial began with a fixation cross presented in the middle of the screen for an interval that varied randomly between 770 and 1,770 ms. Thereafter, a letter string (i.e., a word or non-word) was presented until a response was given or until a time-out of 1 s. Participants were asked to indicate as quickly and accurately as possible if the presented string was a German word by pressing a response button with their index finger of the dominant hand; if a non-word was presented, participants were instructed not to respond. The strings were presented in two blocks of 200 trials each in a pseudorandomized order to control for confounding effects of word order. The order of blocks was randomized across participants, and the sequence of trials in each block was pseudorandomized under the constraints that words with identical arousal levels and valence levels were not presented more than two times in a row. The same word type (word or non-word) was not presented more than three times in a row. After stimulation, participants\' sAA levels, heart rate, and blood pressure were measured a second time and they completed a tVNS adverse effects questionnaire in which they had to indicate, on a 7-point scale (1 being *not at all* and 7 being *very much*), how much they had experienced headache, nausea, dizziness, neck pain, muscle contractions in the neck, stinging sensations under the electrodes, skin irritation in the ear, fluctuations in mental concentration or feelings, and other unpleasant feelings or adverse effects.

### 2.2.3. Recognition Session: Explicit Recognition Memory Task

One day after encoding, participants performed an old/new recognition task with self-paced response and a rating-based recognition confidence task on a 6-point scale (see [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Each trial began with a fixation cross presented in the middle of the screen for an interval that varied randomly between 770 and 1,770 ms, followed by a string that was presented until a response was given. The words were presented in two blocks of 200 trials each in a pseudorandomized order to control for confounding effects of word order. Participants were presented one word at a time and were asked to decide whether they had previously seen the word during encoding (old word) or not (new word) by pressing the corresponding response button on a keyboard. Hand assignment for the response buttons for old and new words was counterbalanced across participants. Following the old/new judgment, participants were asked to rate their confidence in memory by pressing the corresponding key in a Likert scale ranging from 0 (not confident) to 5 (absolutely confident) in order to assess the contribution of recollection and familiarity-based memory.

2.3. Transcutaneous Vagus Nerve Stimulation
-------------------------------------------

In the current study, a single-blind, active stimulation-sham stimulation, randomized between-subject design was employed. Transcutaneous VNS was applied by stimulating the auricular branch of the vagus nerve using a recently engineered and non-invasive device (Cerbomed GmbH, Erlangen, Germany). The tVNS stimulator consists of two electrodes connected to a wired neurostimulating device; for the active stimulation it was placed in the left cymba conchae, an area innervated by the auricular branch of the vagus nerve, and for the sham stimulation it was placed on the left earlobe, an area that has been found to be free of cutaneous vagal innervation (Peuker and Filler, [@B78]; Ellrich et al., [@B33]) (see [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Stimulation alternated between on and off phases every 30 s and was delivered with a pulse width of 200--300 ms at 25 Hz. The stimulation intensity was determined individually for each participant by applying increasing and decreasing sequences of 10 s stimulation trials. Participants were asked to give direct feedback on how they perceived each stimulation intensity on a 10-point scale ranging from no perception (1) and light tingling (3) to strong tingling (6) and pain (10). The increasing sequence started from an intensity of 0.1 mA and increased stepwise in 0.1 mA increments until the subject reported a slight feeling of pain (corresponding to a subjective sensation of 9 on the scale). Before starting the decreasing series, the same intensity was repeated and then decreased stepwise in 0.1 mA increments until a subjective sensation of 6 or below was experienced (cf. Ventura-Bort et al., [@B106]). This protocol was repeated twice and the average of the intensities rated as 8 was used as the stimulation threshold. The individual stimulation intensities varied from 0.5 to 2.5 mA for the sham (earlobe) stimulation group (*M*~sham~ = 1.31, SD~sham~ = 0.50) and from 0.5 to 3.5 mA for the active (cymba conchae) stimulation group (*M*~active~ = 1.48, SD~active~ = 0.59). Stimulation intensities did not differ significantly between the groups \[*t*(1, 58) = 1.08, *p* = 0.28, *d* = 0.28\].

2.4. Autonomic Measures
-----------------------

To investigate the effects of tVNS on autonomic reactivity, subjects\' heart rate and blood pressure (diastolic and systolic) were measured using the Intelli Wrap Manschette M500 device (Omron Healthcare, Medizintechnik Handelsgesellschaft mbH, Mannheim, Germany). In addition, their sAA levels were measured as a potential marker of endogenous noradrenergic activity (Warren et al., [@B110]). This was done by collecting saliva samples using cotton Salivette sampling devices (Sarstedt, Nümbrecht, Germany). Participants were asked to chew the swab from the Salivette for 60 s to activate salivation. The samples were stored frozen and later sent to the Dresden LabService GmbH for sAA analysis (Thoma et al., [@B102]).

2.5. Statistical Analyses
-------------------------

To investigate the tolerability and adverse effects of tVNS, separate *t*-tests comparing active stimulation and sham stimulation were conducted. To evaluate the effects of tVNS on heart rate, blood pressure, and sAA levels, separate analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests were carried out using the factors Time (pre, post) and Stimulation (active, sham). The log transformation was applied to the right-skewed sAA data to achieve a normal distribution. Repeated-measures ANOVA tests including the within-subject factor Valence (unpleasant, neutral, pleasant) and the between-subject factor Stimulation (active, sham) were used to investigate the effects of tVNS on the accuracy and response time of the lexical decision task. Non-words were not included in the analyses as they are of little theoretical importance. *Post hoc* analyses were conducted using the Bonferroni correction (Wright, [@B119]). Similarly, to assess the effects of tVNS on recognition memory, 3 (Valence) × 2 (Stimulation) repeated-measures ANOVA tests were used for the discrimination index *P*~*r*~ = *p*(hit) − *p*(false alarm) (Snodgrass and Corwin, [@B98]) and the bias index $B_{r} = \frac{p{(\text{false\ alarm})}}{p{({1 - P_{r}})}}$ (with *B*~*r*~ \> 0.5 indicating liberal response bias and *B*~*r*~ \< 0.5 conservative response bias). For the assessment of confidence in memory, analysis of the distribution of the confidence ratings revealed that a confidence rating of 5 occurred most frequently for correctly identified old words (hits) (40.73%). Evidence suggests that familiarity-based memory judgments increase gradually as a function of recognition confidence, whereas recollection-based memory judgments are generally associated with high-confidence memory judgments (Wixted and Stretch, [@B118]). Therefore, the proportion of hit rates based on their confidence ratings was calculated to assess the roles of recollection and familiarity in memory (Weymar et al., [@B114]; Rimmele et al., [@B84]). Those words that were correctly identified as old words and that received confidence ratings of 5 were classified into a *high-confidence hit rate* category, whereas all remaining words that were correctly identified as old words and that received lower confidence ratings were put into a *low-confidence hit rate* category. Recognition memory based on confidence ratings was analyzed using a three-way ANOVA with the within-subject factors Response Type (high-confidence hit rate, low-confidence hit rate) and Valence (unpleasant, neutral pleasant) and the between-subject factor Stimulation (active, sham).

3. Results {#s3}
==========

3.1. Side Effects of tVNS
-------------------------

Overall, subjective ratings indicated that the side effects of stimulation were low (*N* = 60, *M* = 2.02, SD = 0.88); see [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. Statistical analyses of subjective ratings indicated no significant differences between the active stimulation condition and the sham stimulation condition in any of the symptoms assessed (*ps* \> 0.09), suggesting that side effects were minimal and comparable for the two types of stimulation.

###### 

Mean subjective ratings (with standard errors in parentheses) for the stimulation side effects in the active stimulation condition and the sham stimulation condition.

                            **Active**    **Sham**      **p-value**
  ------------------------- ------------- ------------- -------------
  Headache                  1.83 (1.42)   2.03 (1.38)   0.58
  Nausea                    1.17 (0.75)   1.30 (0.75)   0.49
  Dizziness                 1.67 (1.15)   2.27 (1.55)   0.09
  Neck pain                 1.80 (1.49)   1.30 (0.75)   0.11
  Neck contraction          2.27 (1.87)   1.93 (1.46)   0.44
  Stinging sensation        2.87 (1.94)   2.80 (1.73)   0.93
  Ear irritation            1.77 (1.45)   1.93 (1.55)   0.67
  Concentration             2.97 (1.65)   3.47 (1.68)   0.25
  Fluctuation of feelings   1.53 (1.01)   1.73 (1.34)   0.51
  Unpleasant feelings       1.67 (1.15)   2.23 (1.45)   0.10

*Ratings were scored on a seven-point scale, with 1 being not at all and 7 very much*.

3.2. Autonomic Results
----------------------

[Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} provides an overview of the outcomes for the autonomic measures and salivary data during encoding. Statistical analyses revealed a main effect of Time for systolic blood pressure \[*F*~(1,\ 114)~ = 6.23, *p* = 0.01, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2} = 0.05$\], which suggests a decrease during encoding. This effect was not observed for diastolic blood pressure \[*F*~(1,\ 114)~ = 2.23, *p* = 0.14, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2} = 0.02$\] or for heart rate (*F* \< 1). No main effect of Stimulation was observed for either systolic blood pressure (*F* \< 1), diastolic blood pressure (*F* \< 1), or heart rate (*F* \< 1). No interaction effect of Time and Stimulation was found for either systolic blood pressure (*F* \< 1), diastolic blood pressure (*F* \< 1), or heart rate (*F* \< 1), suggesting that stimulation had no significant impact on the autonomic measures over time. For sAA levels, no significant main effect of Time \[*F*~(1,\ 58)~ = 2.1, *p* = 0.14, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2} = 0.03$\], Stimulation (*F* \< 1), or interaction between Time and Stimulation (*F* \< 1) was found.

###### 

Means (with standard deviations in parentheses) of the autonomic and salivary measures before and after active stimulation and sham stimulation in the encoding session (lexical decision task).

                  **Heart rate**   **Systolic blood pressure**   **Diastolic blood pressure**   **Alpha-amylase**
  -------- ------ ---------------- ----------------------------- ------------------------------ -------------------
  Active                                                                                        
           Pre    73.97 (13.98)    116.13 (11.48)                77.43 (8.33)                   4.46 (0.71)
           Post   71.10 (8.99)     107.97 (10.66)                73.40 (7.62)                   4.46 (0.64)
  Sham                                                                                          
           Pre    72.73 (11.97)    116.10 (9.76)                 77.93 (7.14)                   4.52 (0.84)
           Post   70.33 (7.93)     108.50 (12.07)                73.80 (6.48)                   4.24 (0.91)

3.3. Behavioral Results
-----------------------

### 3.3.1. Lexical Decision Task

Behavioral results from the lexical decision task are presented in [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. Detection accuracy was modulated by the emotional content of words \[*F*~(2,\ 116)~ = 12.62, *p* \< 0.001, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2} = 0.18$\] and was higher for pleasant words than for unpleasant words \[*t*(59) = −3.38, *p* \< 0.001, *d* = −0.29\] and neutral words \[*t*(59) = 5.13, *p* \< 0.001, *d* = 0.5\]. No differences were observed between unpleasant and neutral words \[*t*(59) = 0.63, *p* = 0.53, *d* = 0.03\]; see [Figure 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. No main effect of Stimulation (*F* \< 1) or interaction with Valence (*F* \< 1) was observed. For response times, a significant main effect of Valence \[$F_{({2,\ 116})} = 48.06,p < 0.001,\eta_{\text{p}}^{2} = 0.45$\] revealed longer response times for unpleasant words than for pleasant words \[*t*(59) = 8.04, *p* \< 0.001, *d* = 0.57\] and neutral words \[*t*(59) = 8.34, *p* \< 0.001, *d* = 0.55\]; no difference in response times was found between pleasant and neutral words \[*t*(59) = −0.32, *p* = 0.75, *d* = −0.02; see [Figure 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}\]. No main effect of Stimulation (*F* \< 1) or interaction (F \< 1) was observed.

###### 

Means (with standard deviations in parentheses) of the performance in the lexical decision task as a function of valence and stimulation.

                        **Lexical decision task**                 
  -------- ------------ --------------------------- ------------- -------------
  Active                                                          
           Unpleasant   0.94 (0.06)                 0.03 (0.02)   0.57 (0.10)
           Neutral      0.94 (0.04)                 0.02 (0.02)   0.55 (0.09)
           Pleasant     0.96 (0.04)                 0.03 (0.02)   0.55 (0.09)
  Sham                                                            
           Unpleasant   0.93 (0.09)                 0.05 (0.04)   0.57 (0.11)
           Neutral      0.93 (0.06)                 0.03 (0.04)   0.55 (0.09)
           Pleasant     0.96 (0.05)                 0.04 (0.04)   0.55 (0.09)

![Lexical decision task: **(A)** accuracy rate (AR) and **(B)** response time (RT) for unpleasant, neutral, and pleasant words under the active and sham stimulation conditions. Recognition memory: **(C)** discrimination index (Pr) and **(D)** hit rate based on valence for the active and sham stimulation conditions. **(E)** Recognition confidence: hit rate based on confidence responses for the active and sham stimulation conditions. **(F)** Recognition memory based on confidence ratings: hit rate based on high-confidence category (words that received confidence ratings of 5) and low-confidence category (words that received confidence ratings from 0 to 4) for the active and sham stimulation conditions; note that the low-confidence hit rate category is the cumulative hit rate for ratings 0--4. Two asterisks indicate a *p*-value smaller than 0.01 and three asterisks indicate a *p*-value smaller than 0.001.](fpsyg-11-01276-g0002){#F2}

### 3.3.2. Recognition Memory

Results from the behavioral performance in the explicit recognition task are presented in [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}. Memory accuracy, as measured by the discrimination index *P*~*r*~, was modulated by the emotional content of words \[$F_{({2,\ 116})} = 10.65,p < 0.001,\eta_{\text{p}}^{2} = 0.15$\]. Pleasant words were better discriminated than unpleasant \[*t*(59) = −3.95, *p* \< 0.001, *d* = −0.5\] and neutral words \[*t*(59) = 4.39, *p* \< 0.001, *d* = 0.45\]; no difference in *P*~*r*~ was observed between unpleasant and neutral words \[*t*(59) = −0.35, *p* = 0.73, *d* = −0.04; see [Figure 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}\]. No main effect of Stimulation (*F* \< 1) or interaction (F \< 1) was found, however. For the bias index *B*~*r*~, a main effect of Valence was observed \[$F_{({2,\ 116})} = 40.91,p < 0.001,\eta_{\text{p}}^{2} = 0.41$\], indicating a more liberal response bias for emotional than for neutral words (*ps* \< 0.001). No main effect of Stimulation or interaction (F \< 1) was observed. A main effect of Valence was also observed for hit rates \[$F_{({2,\ 116})} = 44.83,p < 0.001,\eta_{\text{p}}^{2} = 0.44$\], revealing increased hit rates for both unpleasant \[*t*(59) = 6.41, *p* \< 0.001, *d* = 0.56\] and pleasant words \[*t*(59) = 9.25, *p* \< 0.001, *d* = 0.72\] compared to neutral words (see [Figure 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

###### 

Means (with standard deviations in parentheses) of the recognition memory performance and hit rate confidence ratings as a function of valence and stimulation.

                        **Recognition memory**   **Recognition memory based on confidence ratings**                                                                                      
  -------- ------------ ------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ ------------------------ -------------------------------- ---------------------------------
                        **Hits**                 **False alarms**                                     ***P*~*r*~** **index**   ***B*~*r*~** **index**   **Familiarity-based hit rate**   **Recollection-based hit rate**
  Active                                                                                                                                                                                 
           Unpleasant   0.76 (0.10)              0.42 (0.11)                                          0.34 (0.12)              0.64 (0.15)              0.51 (0.16)                      0.49 (0.16)
           Neutral      0.69 (0.12)              0.35 (0.10)                                          0.34 (0.10)              0.54 (0.15)              0.61 (0.15)                      0.38 (0.15)
           Pleasant     0.80 (0.11)              0.39 (0.11)                                          0.41 (0.11)              0.66 (0.17)              0.50 (0.15)                      0.50 (0.15)
  Sham                                                                                                                                                                                   
           Unpleasant   0.77 (0.11)              0.44 (0.13)                                          0.34 (0.12)              0.66 (0.16)              0.62 (0.22)                      0.38 (0.22)
           Neutral      0.71 (0.15)              0.36 (0.10)                                          0.35 (0.13)              0.56 (0.17)              0.70 (0.20)                      0.30 (0.20)
           Pleasant     0.78 (0.13)              0.40 (0.12)                                          0.38 (0.11)              0.66 (0.18)              0.59 (0.21)                      0.41 (0.21)

### 3.3.3. Recognition Memory Based on Confidence Ratings

When the proportion of hit rates based on subjects\' confidence ratings were taken into account, a main effect of Response Type \[$F_{({1,\ 58})} = 15.02,p < 0.001,\eta_{\text{p}}^{2} = 0.76$\] and a significant interaction between Response Type and Stimulation \[$F_{({1,\ 58})} = 4.04,p = 0.049,\eta_{\text{p}}^{2} = 0.46$\] were observed, showing that active stimulation increased hit rates for words that were remembered with higher subjective confidence, as opposed to sham stimulation \[*t*(58) = 2.03, *p* = 0.046, *d* = 0.52\]. The reverse effect was observed for trials with low recognition confidence \[*t*(58) = −2.03, *p* = 0.046, *d* = −0.52\]; see [Figures 2E,F](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. The results revealed a significant interaction of Response Type and Valence \[$F_{({1,\ 116})} = 54.09,p < 0.001,\eta_{\text{p}}^{2} = 0.48$\], indicating increased high-confidence hit rates for both unpleasant words \[*t*(59) = −7.36, *p* \< 0.001, *d* = −0.48\] and pleasant words \[*t*(59) = −11.03, *p* \< 0.001, *d* = −0.59\] compared to neutral words. The reverse effect was observed for trials with low recognition confidence, which showed increased hit rates for neutral words remembered with low confidence than for unpleasant \[*t*(59) = 7.36, *p* \< 0.001, *d* = 0.48\] or pleasant words \[*t*(59) = 11.03, *p* \< 0.001, *d* = 0.59\].

4. Discussion {#s4}
=============

In the present study, we investigated the impact of tVNS on emotional word processing (lexical decision task) and later recognition memory (old/new task). As an indirect marker of noradrenergic activation, sAA levels were measured before and after tVNS. As expected, emotion modulated word processing and memory. Pleasant words were better identified and remembered than neutral and unpleasant ones. However, tVNS showed no effects on word processing and overall emotional recognition memory performance. In addition, tVNS did not produce the expected sAA level increase, compared to sham stimulation. However, when high and low confidence ratings were considered, tVNS, compared to sham stimulation, increased the proportion of hit rates for words that were remembered with high confidence, irrespective of emotional category, suggesting an effect of tVNS on recollection-based memory performance.

4.1. Effects of Emotion on Word Processing and Recognition Memory but No Effect of tVNS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Replicating prior studies using lexical decision tasks (Kanske and Kotz, [@B49]; Schacht and Sommer, [@B90]; Scott et al., [@B93]; Kousta et al., [@B57]), we found that emotional word contents were better accessed than neutral ones. In the current study, however, we found an advantage for pleasant words, reflected in higher detection accuracy and shorter response times than for unpleasant words. Valence differences in word processing have also been reported in previous studies employing similar tasks (Herbert et al., [@B45]; Estes and Adelman, [@B35]; Nasrallah et al., [@B70]; Kissler and Koessler, [@B55]; Citron et al., [@B14]). It has been proposed that word frequency (Kahan and Hely, [@B48]; Scott et al., [@B93]) is one of the most important factors influencing emotional effects on word recognition, which may explain the amount of variance in word recognition latencies and accuracies across studies (for a review see Kuperman et al., [@B59]). Some authors argue that although emotional (both pleasant and unpleasant) words convey emotionally salient information, particularly unpleasant stimuli capture and hold attention in early processing because of their potentially threatening nature and relevance to survival (see the automatic vigilance hypothesis of Pratto and John, [@B80]). Therefore it could be that, in comparison with pleasant and neutral material, unpleasant words engage more attentional resources, thereby reducing the amount of resources available for lexical decision processes. Alternatively, however, because detection accuracy and response times were observed to be faster for pleasant than for unpleasant material (in line with Herbert et al., [@B45]; Estes and Adelman, [@B35]; Kissler et al., [@B54]; Kissler and Koessler, [@B55]; Citron et al., [@B14]), this could also indicate facilitated processing for positive compared to neutral concepts, either owing to higher interconnectivity in the mental lexicon (i.e., mental dictionary that contains information such as word meaning and syntactic characteristics, among other aspects) (Ashby et al., [@B2]) or, which may be more likely, because pleasant words are perceived as being more motivationally relevant than unpleasant ones (Citron et al., [@B14]). Particularly during low levels of emotional activation or arousal (see the theory of Cacioppo et al., [@B10]), there seems to be a preference for positive information that mediates approach motivation (in contrast to a preference for negative information that leads to defense motivation at high levels of arousal). This latter theoretical view seems reasonable for explaining the present results, since induced arousal is often lower for words than for faces or scenes (see also the recent ERP evidence in Bayer and Schacht, [@B3], showing early positivity bias for words as compared to faces and scenes).

We also found better long-term memory discrimination for pleasant words than for the other semantic categories. Given the results from the lexical decision task, this indicates that prioritized processing during encoding for pleasant contents may have promoted deeper consolidation processes, which produced enhanced long-term memory performance (Weymar et al., [@B116]; for a review see Cross et al., [@B19]). As for the encoding data, previous research on recognition memory also found a memory advantage for pleasant words (Herbert et al., [@B44]). However, it should be noted that arousal-specific effects or even unpleasant enhancing effects have also been reported (Kensinger and Corkin, [@B51]; Weymar and Hamm, [@B112]; Weymar et al., [@B111]). The inconsistent effects of arousal and valence on recognition memory across studies may, however, be a result of differences in arousal and valence levels of the stimuli used in experiments and may also be related to differences in lexico-semantic variables, such as the frequency, concreteness, imageability, age of acquisition, and familiarity of words (Scott et al., [@B93]; Kousta et al., [@B57]), which also likely lead to differences in word processing studies. Interestingly, though, besides valence-specific effects in overall memory, we found enhanced memory for both pleasant and unpleasant words when high-confidence responses were taken into account, which replicates many studies showing that the memory-enhancing effect of emotion is mediated by the process of recollection rather than familiarity (Ochsner, [@B74]; Kensinger and Corkin, [@B51]; Dolcos et al., [@B29], [@B30]; Sharot et al., [@B96], [@B97]; Weymar et al., [@B114]; Rimmele et al., [@B84]). The results of the present study also show that qualitative memory retrieval does not necessarily depend on the level of word processing during encoding (lexical decision task).

Critically, and relevant to the main research question, active tVNS, as compared to sham stimulation, did not affect lexical decision performance and recognition memory performance for emotional and neutral words, which is contrary to our expectations. From animal models it has been suggested that stimulation of vagal afferents leads to activation of the LC-NE system, which increases arousal levels in the brain. Arousal, in turn, was expected to directly facilitate amygdala function, by promoting on the one hand the processing of highly relevant information but also by influencing regions that support memory consolidation, such as the hippocampus (Mather and Sutherland, [@B64]; Mather et al., [@B63]). In contrast to prior studies (Ventura-Bort et al., [@B106]; Warren et al., [@B109]), however, we found no evidence in the overall analysis of enhanced sAA levels after tVNS, compared to sham stimulation (Koenig et al., [@B56]). Assuming that changes in sAA levels reflect changes in central noradrenergic levels (Chatterton et al., [@B13]; Warren et al., [@B110]), the lack of an increase in the sAA level may point toward an insufficient activation of the arousal-modulated LC-NE system in the present study that made enhanced emotional word processing and subsequent memory storage unlikely. Similarly, although our material was emotionally laden, as indicated by the ratings and the expected enhancement observed in the lexical decision and recognition memory tasks, arousal levels are usually lower for words and faces than for affective scenes (Lang et al., [@B61]; Bradley, [@B5]). Thus, emotional words themselves may not have sufficiently triggered arousal to produce a significant impact of tVNS on processing and memory. This argument is also substantiated by preliminary data from our lab (Weymar et al., [@B117]) showing that tVNS can indeed facilitate recognition memory when emotional scenes are used, which was also found to be related to an increase in sAA levels. Another potentially important factor that may have led to no changes in sAA levels relates to the stimulation duration and protocol of the current study. Prior studies showing an increase in sAA levels after tVNS used continuous stimulation or stimulated for longer periods of time (more than the 23 min in the current study) (Ventura-Bort et al., [@B106]; Warren et al., [@B109]). It could therefore be that the stimulation protocol used in the current study was not optimal for increasing arousal as reflected in changes of sAA levels. It should be noted, however, that, irrespective of a potential central noradrenergic activation by tVNS, the reliability of elevated alpha-amylase levels as a biomarker (for recent findings see Warren et al., [@B110]) has not yet been sufficiently proven (e.g., Nater and Rohleder, [@B71]; Bosch et al., [@B4]). Therefore, additional variables are clearly needed to study the involvement of NE in emotion-cognition interactions.

4.2. Effects of tVNS on Recollection-Based Memory
-------------------------------------------------

Despite finding no tVNS effects on overall memory, tVNS modulated recognition confidence. When the proportion of hit rates based on low and high confidence ratings were considered, reflecting familiarity- and recollection-based memory (Wixted and Stretch, [@B118]), respectively, higher recollection performance was observed during tVNS compared to sham stimulation, partly supporting our a priori hypothesis. This result may indicate that tVNS facilitates memory consolidation, resulting in a greater recollective experience of past memories irrespective of their emotional category. This finding is partially in line with the clinical study of Clark et al. ([@B16]) using invasive VNS in epileptic patients, which showed better memory for words, suggesting that vagus nerve activation modulates word memory formation in humans.

Previous studies have shown that the hippocampus plays an important role in recollection (for a review see Brown and Aggleton, [@B8], or Eichenbaum et al., [@B32]). For instance, patients with selective hippocampal damage exhibit more pronounced deficits on tasks related to recollection processes, such as associative and source memory tasks (Holdstock et al., [@B46]; Gold et al., [@B40]; for a review see Yonelinas et al., [@B122]). Further evidence comes from animal studies showing that selective hippocampal damage impaired recollection but spared familiarity-based odor recognition in rats (Fortin et al., [@B38]; Sauvage et al., [@B89]; for a review see Rugg and Vilberg, [@B87]) and from fMRI studies showing hippocampal involvement primarily in recollection processes in healthy humans (Brown and Aggleton, [@B8]; Ranganath and Ritchey, [@B82]; for a review see Eichenbaum et al., [@B32]). The enhanced recollection-based memory for items encoded under tVNS may therefore indicate that tVNS modulates, to some extent, hippocampal activation (Roosevelt et al., [@B85]; Raedt et al., [@B81]). Although the underlying neural circuitry is not well-understood, previous research has shown that tVNS most likely activates NE secretion in the LC, which projects to a wide variety of cortical and subcortical regions, including not only the amygdala but also the hippocampus (Van Bockstaele et al., [@B103]; McIntyre et al., [@B66]). Giving support to this assumption, prior research in animals using implanted vagus nerve stimulators found that invasive VNS increases LC firing rates in rats (Dorr and Debonnel, [@B31]), hippocampal activity (Roosevelt et al., [@B85]; Raedt et al., [@B81]), and long-term memory for inhibitory avoidance (Clark et al., [@B15]). Similarly, Jacobs et al. ([@B47]) found that tVNS, compared to sham simulation, increases associative memory in older humans. Although the noradrenergic activation of the amygdala is fundamental for memory-enhancing effects of emotion, recent studies indicate that the LC can facilitate memory processes through an amygdala-independent path, projecting directly to the hippocampus (Mello-Carpes and Izquierdo, [@B67]). It might therefore be that the non-specific effects of tVNS on word recollection memory are due to a lesser involvement of the amygdala in the hippocampus-mediated memory consolidation process (which may partly be driven by the nature of the stimulus material; see Kensinger and Schachter, [@B52]). Altogether, the current results indicate that tVNS can facilitate hippocampus-mediated, recollection-based memory.

4.3. Conclusion
---------------

To summarize, the present study has replicated prior research showing enhanced processing and memory for emotional (pleasant) words (particularly when based on high subjective confidence). Although tVNS showed no effects on word processing, subtle effects on recollection-based memory (high-confidence memory) were found, which may indicate that tVNS facilitates hippocampus-mediated consolidation processes. The potential of tVNS to improve memory in individuals (cf. Jacobs et al., [@B47]) supports its relevance for future research. For example, tVNS may be used to enhance memory consolidation during sleep, which is also related to hippocampus (Moroni et al., [@B69]) and LC activity (Eschenko et al., [@B34]). Furthermore, tVNS may be relevant in clinical applications, for instance as a therapeutic tool (and in combination with emerging neuroscientific approaches; see e.g., Dennis and Thompson, [@B21] and Vecchio et al., [@B105]) in cognitive aging and for the treatment of a number of neuropsychiatric disorders associated with cognitive impairment, such as depression or Alzheimer\'s disease (Broncel et al., [@B7]).
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